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Diret demonstration of deoupling of spin

and harge urrents in nanostrutures
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Abstrat

The notion of deoupling of spin and harge urrents is one of the basi priniples underlying the

rapidly expanding �eld of Spintronis. However, no diret demonstration of the phenomenon exists.

We report a novel measurement, in whih a non-equilibrium spin population is reated by a point-like

injetion of urrent from a ferromagnet aross a tunnel barrier into a one dimensional spin hannel,

and deteted di�erentially by a pair of ferromagneti eletrodes plaed symmetrially about the

injetion point. We demonstrate that the spin urrent is stritly isotropi about the injetion point

and, therefore, ompletely deoupled from the uni-diretional harge urrent.
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Eah individual eletron in a ondutive material transports a quantum of harge as well

as a quantum of spin. This harge-spin oupling, fundamental for individual eletrons, is

generally broken for ensembles of eletrons. For the ensemble, spin is not onserved beause

spin-�ip sattering provides a means of reversing the spin of the eletron. No omparable

mehanism exists for hanging the harge of the eletron, and harge is stritly onserved.

Even though the notion of spin-harge deoupling of urrents [1℄ is one of the basi onepts

underlying the rapidly expanding �eld of Spintronis [2℄, no diret demonstration of the

phenomenon exists and ontroversies persist [3, 4, 5, 11, 12℄. We report a novel measurement,

in whih a non-equilibrium spin population is reated by a point-like injetion of urrent from

a ferromagnet aross a tunnel barrier into a metalli nanowire, and deteted di�erentially

by a pair of ferromagneti eletrodes plaed symmetrially about the injetion point. We

demonstrate that the spin urrent in the wire is stritly isotropi about the injetion point

and therefore ompletely deoupled from the uni-diretional harge urrent. This devie

reates an ideal soure of pure spin urrent that an be easily ontrolled by the geometry

of the devie. This general onept of 'spin pumping' is urrently of great fundamental and

tehnologial interest, forming the base for new types of spintroni devies [6℄.

Fundamental to the rapidly growing �eld of Spintronis is the ability to manipulate spin

urrents in nanostrutures, whih promises new implementations of memory and logi [2℄.

The �rst suggestions on spin injetion and its detetion date bak a few deades [8, 1℄. A

spin polarized urrent,

js � j" � j# � (j" + j#)� jq;

injeted form a ferromagnet (F) into a nonmagneti ondutor (N) reates a spin splitting

of the hemial potential at the F/N interfae, whih is diretly determined by the spin
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polarization of the injeted urrent, ,

5 ��� 5 (� " � �#)= e�N js = e�N jq:

Here �N is the resistivity of N and e is the eletron harge (js and jq are ollinear at the

injetion interfae). This non-equilibrium spin population deays away from the injetion

point into N over a harateristi spin �ip length �sf, and is governed by a di�usion equation

5 2
��(r)=

1

�2sf
��(r): (1)

It is essential to realise that the spin and harge urrents are generally deoupled everywhere

in N exept at the injetion point. This is easily illustrated by writing out the spin-up and

spin-down urrents in N using �";#(r)� �0 �
1

2
��(r),

j";#(r)=
1

e�N
5 �0(r)�

1

2e�N
5 ��(r); (2)

with �0 being the equilibrium, spin independent eletrohemial potential in N. �0 is either

onstant or varies linearly with oordinate in regions of non-zero eletri �eld E , where it

produes a harge urrent,

jq =
1

e�N
5 �0 = �N E:

The important predition of Eq.2 for regions of zero E (outside the path of jq) is that the

urrent of spin-up eletrons is exatly ompensated by the opposing urrent of spin-down

eletrons, whih diminishes the harge �ow and doubles the spin �ow assoiated with ��:

j" = �j#; jj"j= jj#j. For regions of N with non-zero E the spin and harge urrents are

superposed. The two urrents are restrited to the same path only in the pure 1-D ase,
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typial for Giant Magneto Resistane strutures [9, 10℄, but have very di�erent pro�les in the

general ase where the driving eletri �eld is non-uniform in N. To date no experimental ev-

idene exists, whih unambiguously veri�es spin-harge urrent deoupling in nanostrutures

and ontroversies persist in the analysis of multi-terminal spin based devies [3, 4, 5, 11, 12℄.

Here we diretly demonstrate that spin and harge urrents are stritly deoupled in di�usive

1D spin hannels.

Johnson and Byers propose an ideal system for demonstrating deoupling of spin and

harge urrents [11℄, onsisting of a ondutive nano-wire with a spin imbalane reated by

a point injetion of a spin-polarized urrent into the wire and spin-sensitive detetors plaed

symmetrially about the injetion point, whih is illustrated in Fig. 1. The fundamental

deoupling of the spin and harge urrents an be demonstrated by deteting spin signals of

preisely equal strength in both diretions from the injetion point while the harge urrent

�ows in only one diretion. It is essential that the magneti detetors are losely spaed from

the injetor within the spin relaxation length in N, � 100 nm for typial metal �lms. The

detetors are probe tunnel juntions, whih should have idential properties. The magneti-

zation states of the detetors must also be arranged by external means to ahieve parallel

and anti-parallel on�gurations with respet to the injetor. For this 1-D geometry, with a

point-like injetion at x = 0, the solution of Eq.1 is

��(x)/ e
� jxj=�sf: (3)

The spin signal at the detetor is a diret measure of ��:

Vs = �


2e
��: (4)
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This spin signal is ompared for the loal and non-loal ase, where the detetor is inside and

outside the harge urrent path, respetively. In this letter we report a simultaneous and

di�erential measurement of suh loal and non-loal spin signals, whih learly demonstrates

a omplete spin-harge deoupling for urrents in nanostrutures.

Fig. 2 shows a SEM mirograph of the sample fabriated using a two-angle deposition

through a lift-o� mask, whih was patterned by e-beam lithography. The injetor and

detetor juntions are formed by depositing and oxidizing a � 100 nm wide and 20 nm thik Al

strip with a subsequent deposition of 55, 65, and 50 nm wide and 40 nm thik Co eletrodes,

overlapping the Al strip. The width and thikness of the Al strip are muh smaller than the

spin �ip length, making it a 1D hannel for spin di�usion. The width of the Co eletrodes

was varied to ahieve di�erent swithing �elds and thereby multiple stable magneti states of

the devie. It is essential that the magneti eletrodes swith in a single domain fashion. We

found [13℄ that in suh Co based overlap juntions two well de�ned longitudinal magneti

states with sharp inter-state transitions are obtained for narrow eletrodes, 90 nm and less

in width. This length is omparable or slightly smaller than the harateristi domain wall

size in thin Co. Thin, long, and narrow eletrodes an be modelled as single domain partiles

of uniaxial anisotropy, where the width/length ratio determines the longitudinal swithing

�eld. Therefore, the smaller the width the higher the swithing �eld. Suh a relation for our

geometry is also supported by exat miromagneti simulations [13℄. In order to �ne-tune

the width of the Co eletrodes we have adjusted the layout of the devies suh that the total

dose during the mask exposure, inluding the baksattered eletrons, was slightly di�erent

for the three magneti eletrodes. For example, baksattering is strongest for the enter

eletrode, making it the widest (65 nm) of the three and therefore with the lowest swithing

�eld (1.13 kOe). The outer Co eletrodes were 50 and 55 nm wide with the swithing �elds
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of 1.62 and 1.45 kOe, respetively.

The measurements have been done using a standard lok-in tehnique at 7 Hz, whih we

found neessary for ahieving � 0:1% level resolution in the spin signal measurements. The

a tehnique resulted in a weak but non-zero indutive rosstalk between the injetion and

detetion iruits, whih saled to zero with dereasing the exitation frequeny. This small

onstant bakground of � 30 nV had no in�uene on the spin-dependent signals studied,

whih was veri�ed by measuring the latter at di�erent frequenies as well as a d tehnique.

The external �eld was applied along the length of the Co eletrodes. The sample was

eletrially haraterized as follows: injeting the urrent from probe 3 to probe 4 (I34), we

measure the non-loal voltages V10 and V20 at two distanes from the injetion point. In

this non-loal measurement on�guration, the voltage probes are outside the urrent path.

Aording to Eqs. 3,4 the ratio of these voltages for our 1-D geometry is

V10=V20 = exp(d12=�sf); (5)

where d12 = 300nm is the eletrode separation and �sf =
q

D �sf is the spin di�usion length,

found to be 850 nm at 4 K. Here D and �sf are the di�usion onstant and spin relaxation

time, respetively. The di�usion onstant was alulated from the measured resistivity of

the wire, �= 4:0 �
m, using the Einstein relation D = [e2�N (E F )]
� 1 = 65 m

2=s, where

e is the eletron harge and N (E F )= 2:4� 1028 eV� 1
m

� 3
is the density of states of Al at

the Fermi energy [15℄. The resulting spin relaxation time is �sf = 110 ps, muh longer than

the Drude sattering time, �p=�sf � 10� 4. From the measured spin voltages we an also

determine the e�etive spin polarization P = 12% (Vi0 / P 2
[11℄). These values are in good

agreement with the reent spin injetion studies on Al �lms [5, 14℄ but di�er from the early

single rystal Al data [1, 16℄ due to stronger impurity and surfae sattering in thin �lms.
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In Fig. 3a the loal spin signal (V30, solid line) and the non loal spin signal (V10,

dashed line) are plotted as a funtion of the applied magneti �eld, for I42=5 �A. Isotropi

spin di�usion neessarily results in these two spin voltages being idential in magnitude. A

preondition is that the detetors have the same physial harateristis, suh as polarization,

whih is ahieved in our ase by the simultaneous deposition of all three juntions. The

swithing of the injetor eletrode at 1.13 kOe (### ! #"#) reverses the sign of the injeted

spin population in the wire. This is measured simultaneously by the two detetors and yields

exatly the same spin voltages, thus demonstrating that the spin urrents are idential in

both diretions while the harge urrent �ows only in one diretion. As the �eld is inreased,

detetor 1 swithes (#"#! ""#), followed by a swithing of the seond detetor (""#! """),

again demonstrating the symmetry in the spin urrent.

An even more diret demonstration of the e�et is the di�erential spin signal (V13) shown

in Fig. 3b, whih, in addition to eliminating the fabriation related unertainties, also rules

out possible measurement errors, suh as small di�erenes in gain and drift of the separate

ampli�ers and small spin misalignments in the juntion areas. The raw di�erential signal

V13 ontains the resistive, spin-independent ontribution from V23 (V23=I42 = 6 
) as well as

both spin-dependent signals from V30 and V10. The swithing of the injetor at 1.13 kOe (###

! #"#) leaves the di�erential spin voltage unhanged to within the experimental unertainty

of < 1% (Fig. 3b), while the two omponent signals hange by the maximum amount (Fig.3

a). The slight skew in the signals in Fig. 3a,b as the reversing �eld is inreased is onneted

with small spin perturbations in the juntion areas aused by the opposing external �eld

(<1.65 kOe). We emphasize however, that the power of our symmetri detetion sheme

is in eliminating this miromagneti unertainty. The hange of the magneti state of the

injetor at a given point in �eld (1.13 kOe) hanges both spin signals by the same maximum
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amount. However, the magneti states of the detetor eletrodes, even if slightly misaligned,

are not a�eted by this instantaneous swithing of the injetor. The di�erential signal

therefore remains unhanged (Fig. 3b at 1.13 kOe).

A di�erene in width for the two detetor eletrodes was neessary to separately ontrol

the respetive magneti states by an external magneti �eld. The small unertainty this

introdues an be estimated as follows. From Eqs. 3,4,5 the variation in detetor width from

50 to 55 nm an be estimated to produe a 0.06% hange in the detetor voltage. A hange in

the detetor width of even a fator of 2 (50 nm to 100 nm) would still have a very small e�et

on the the e�etive spin signal deteted (� 0:1%). The unertainty due to the di�erene in

width of our two detetors (5 nm) is thus negligible, determined by the relatively large sale

set by the spin di�usion length. The relative weight of the detetor plaement error is on

the other hand larger, and follows diretly from Eq. 5. Our experimental plaement error

for the sample disussed above is approximately 5 nm orresponding to a 0.6% hange in

the detetor voltage, whih is still within the � 1% preision we report. We have measured

several samples with well ontrolled magneti swithing and similar geometrial unertainties,

all on�rming the above result at the 1% level.

In summary, we use a multi-terminal spintroni devie to unambiguously verify the om-

plete deoupling of spin and harge urrents in the regime of di�usive transport. The im-

portant onsequene of this deoupling is that numerous reently proposed multi-terminal

spin-based devies should bene�t in sensitivity by use of non-loal as opposed to loal spin

urrents.
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Figure aptions:

Fig.1 Shemati of the mehanism of spin and harge transfer for a urrent injeted

from a ferromagnet (eletrode �2�) into a non-magneti onduting wire. The spin

urrent is symmetri about the injetion point and is due to opposing urrents of

spin-up and spin-down eletrons (see Eq. 1). The density of the spin urrent (Js,

grey shaded) deays exponentially from the injetion point. The harge urrent

is asymmetri and unpolarised, (Jq, white). The density of the harge urrent is

uniform between the injetor (Inj) and ground (G). The injeted non-equilibrium

spin aumulation an be sensed by ferromagneti detetors in the viinity of the

injetion point (eletrodes �1� and �3�) either with respet to the �oating end of

the nano-wire (F) or di�erentially.

Fig.2 SEM mirograph of the sample onsisting of an oxidized 100 nm wide and 15

nm thik Al strip overlapped by three 40 nm thik Co eletrodes of 55, 65, and

50 nm in width. The juntion resistanes are � 20 k
 . The injetion-detetion

on�guration for non-loal and di�erential (loal versus non-loal) measurement

on�gurations is indiated.

Fig.3 a) loal (solid) and non-loal (dashed) spin signals measured simultaneously as

a funtion of external �eld. b) di�erential signal as a funtion of �eld. The on-

stant, spin-independent resistive o�set (V23=I42 = 6 
) has been subtrated from

the raw V30 and V13 signals, allowing a diret omparison of the spin-dependent

signals. The behavior in negative �elds is idential. The � 30nV o�set in V10;V30

is due to a spin-independent indutive rosstalk (see text). All data were taken

at 4 K with I42 = 5 �A. The arrows indiate the magnetization states of the
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three ferromagneti eletrodes.
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Fig. 1: Ureh et al.
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Fig. 2: Ureh et al.
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Fig. 3: Ureh et al.


